ARENA

Across
1 Declaimers receive
bonus - it could be
quite a lot (12,3)

1

11

10 Saves beasts
having swallowed last
pill (8)

16

14 Discomfort of
poor Europeans ( not
pro) (6)
17 Gets drunk during
the town do , then
crumbled (4,2,3,4)
20 Too many oracles
in speech, may be like
1 across (6,7)
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29 I'm taking a long
time getting doubles
(6)

7 Lift up and
crenelate end (5)

3 Fleece from woolly
hares (5)

7

18

5 Not playful to start,
with so hazardous (5)

2 Variable sound
effects, unsensed, can
be a waste (6)

6

13

17

28 Silly pranksters
remove outside pin
and this is exposed
(8)

Down

5

10

23 No change in Arab
shelter (6)
4 Measures
25 Prepare me a feast alternative doorsteps
(5)
from here? (4,4)

30 How Hazel makes
oxygen ? Stephen's to
shy, I find (15)

4

9

9 Fool ? Like some
daft erstwhile type (6)

11 Wind energy all
around us in the
island (8)

2

6 Rub lush sort of
sedge (7)

8 You benefit when
they go over your
figures (9)
12 Old ladies tucking
into banana splits...
(5)
13 ....devour wild
taupe (3,2)
15 Plants bison- not
Polish (5)

16 'Variety' US press
editor briefly wears
her Sunday best (7,2)
17 Northern town is
said to have a pagan
group (5)
18 Potholers carry
such a pin (5)
19 Cited new order
(5)
21 Women with
needles take in
knitting, first getting
pins (7)
22 Provides valuable
storage, after original
loss (6)
24 Might be straw - I
hear it's a hat (5)
25 Graduates boy's a
tradesman (5)

26 Scottish lad heads
off to US cult (5)
27 Heavenly bodies
are heartless 28 (5)

